


We are Rocket Science.

a new, ethical photography agency and creative studio. 
we represent a network of artists that are unrivalled 
in their diversity, location and talent.

our team provides a full service from securing the 
opportunity to work with our talent, to helping you 
develop a creative approach, production, partnerships, 
licensing and branding. 
we have over 20 years experience combined in working 
closely with brands, organisations, ngo’s and charities 
to deliver outstanding visually led content.

we believe that incredible content from photography 
and video should come from the world’s most exciting 
creatives and we look forward to working with you on 
thoughtful, exciting and creative projects.



Pat Martin
Los Angeles, USA

pat martin is an american photographer, born 
and based in los angeles, california. 
in 2019, he won the taylor wessing prize for 
portraits of his late mother. the past five 
years have been devoted to his family work, 
building upon an empty family album, and 
finding new connections through portraiture.

clients include: louis vuitton, dior, gucci, chanel, 
at large, interview. autre, amazon fashion, disney, 
document journal, esquire, ft weekend, gq, man 
about town, brick, odda, oura, calm, the new yorker, 
the new york times, olderbrother, primary paper, 
ssense, the face, the guardian, bricks, time, wired, 

wonderland...















Bettina Pittaluga
Paris, France

bettina pittaluga is a french-uruguayan 
photographer currently based in paris. 
a former sociology student with a background 
working as a reporter, pittaluga is focused on 
giving a voice and visibility to those who are not or 
too little represented.

clients include: vanity fair, m le monde, sezane, saint 
laurent, meta, marie claire, airbnb, m&c saatchi, the 
wall street journal, chantelle,  sezane, les inrocks, 
boycott, pressure, arista, naive records, believe, 
universal, paulette...















Pia Riverola
Los Angeles, CA & Mexico City

born and raised in barcelona, pia riverola is a self-
taught photographer based in los angeles & mexico city.
with an acute eye for detail and color, she creates 
captivating imagery across the genres of fashion, still 
life, landscape and architectural photography.

clients include: apple, google, calvin klein, proenza schouler, 
balenciaga, nike, airbnb, marriott, ad, vogue, harper’s bazaar, 
i-d, wallpaper, departures, cn traveler, goop, air france, soho 
house, elle decor, ilia beauty, the luxury collection, belmond...















Justin J Wee
New York City, USA

justin j wee is a malaysian-born australian photo-
grapher whose work seeks to create reflections of 
the world he knew his closeted teenage self wanted 
(but didn’t get) to see in media - a world where 
queerness doesn’t look homogenous, and people of 
colour don’t have to trade in parts of their ethnicity 
in order to thrive. he was named one of authority 
collective’s ‘Lit List’ in 2020, was a young guns’ 18 
finalist, and was profiled by the BBC for his 
personal project ‘How I Hurt’.

clients include: apple, a24, airbnb, google, paper, them, 
bon appetit, the new york times, calvin klein, npr, the new 
yorker, the wall street journal, the atlantic, ssense, rol-
ling stone, out, bloomberg businessweek, cnn, huffpost, 
zoom... 















Juan Brenner
Guatemala City, Guatemala

juan brenner is a self-taught photographer 
who lives and works in guatemala city. His 
first monograph tonatiuh was nominated for 
aperture’s first book award and won
the 2019 lensculture emerging talent 
award.

clients include: apple, nike, airbnb, air france, 
atmos, monocle, facebook, zeit magazine, away, 
departures, art review, nylon, vice, people, away, 
style and the family tunes, oyster, the california 
sunday magazine, epic, anthem...















Silvana Trevale
London, UK

silvana trevale is a venezuelan photographer 
based in london. her portrait-based work is a 
fusion between documentary and fashion as she 
seeks to celebrate the intrinsic beauty of the 
human body, documenting her latin american 
roots through the themes of womanhood, youth 
and the realities of people around her.

clients include: british vogue, loro piana, financial 
times, airbnb, elle, soho house, area Code, adidas, 
sony music, wonderland magazine, the malala fund, 
save the children, warner music, universal music, 
durex, unseen, odda, port magazine, sloggi, 
the telegraph, the guardian...















Jack Bool
Los Angeles, USA

Born and raised in los angeles, jack bool’s 
practice blends art photography with fashion. 
using photography as «an excuse to indulge» in 
his curiosities, he is in interested in capturing 
the everyday - to turn those moments of 
apparent nothingness into something.

clients include: apple, adidas, art basel, levi’s, vans, 
california sunday, bloomberg, gap, lanvin, l’officiel 
magazine, novembre, off hours, older brother, t mag, 
vice, wired...













Alice Mann
London, UK & Cape Town, South Africa

alice mann is a south african photographic artist 
whose intimate portraiture essays explore notions 
of picture making as an act of collaboration. she 
aims to create images that empower her subjects 
and creates projects over extended periods, al-
lowing for engaged and nuanced representations. 
mann was the recipient of the grand prix at the 
34th edition of the hyeres international festival 
of fashion and photography. 

clients include: dior, the guardian, the new yorker, the 
new york times magazine, artsy, british vogue, sunday 
times, the british journal of photography, national geo-
graphic, wetransfer, the sunday times...











Rodrigo Oliveira
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

rodrigo oliveira is a brazilian photographer whose 
images illustrate the diversity of the world, explo-
ring the ways in which humans express identities and 
cultures. rodrigo is currently documenting the queer 
bipoc community inhabiting the peripheries of rio de ja-
neiro, a work that empowers a minority within a minority 
group often marginalised, aiming to deconstruct the 
misrepresentation of queer bodies in the media through 
the expression of queer culture, gender bending identi-
ties and social resistance.

clients include: airbnb, spotify, the new yorker, selfridges, 
minos, vsco, cesanne, canva...











Sem Langendijk
Amsterdam, The Netherlands

sem langendijk is an amsterdam born photo-
grapher. his documentary practice focuses on 
communities and geography. he graduated from the 
royal academy of arts in 2015 and was a recipient 
of the mondriaan stipend for emerging artists in 
2018. his photography involves examining place 
identity and the human connection with the 
environment.

clients include: wsj magazine, bloomberg businessweek, 
the wire, purple magazine, the economist, british 
airways, superstories, sofoot magazine, rabobank, trio-
dosbank, etq, ecco, winkreative, N=5...











Contact

thank you for viewing our roster overview. 
we would love to talk about ways we can work together.  

www.rocketsciencestudio.co

Pauline Magnenat
head of artist representation

pauline@rocketsciencestudio.co

http://www.rocketsciencestudio.co 
mailto:pauline%40rocketsciencestudio.co?subject=

